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A renormalized exitoni method in terms of blok exitations. Appliation to spin
latties
Mohamad Al Hajj, Jean-Paul Malrieu, and Nathalie Guihéry
Laboratoire de Physique Quantique, IRSAMC/UMR5626, Université Paul Sabatier,
118 route de Narbonne, F-31062 Toulouse Cedex 4, Frane
Dividing the lattie into bloks with singlet ground state and knowing the exat low energy
spetrum of the bloks and of dimers (or trimers) of bloks, it is possible to approah the lowest
part of the lattie spetrum through an exitoni type eetive model. The potentialities of the
method are illustrated on the 1-D frustrated hain and the 1/5-depleted square and the plaquette
2-D latties. The method orretly loates the phase transitions between gapped and non-gapped
phases.
I. INTRODUCTION
The idea that one may see a periodi lattie as built
from interating bloks of sites, rather than as interating
sites, is omputationally and intelletually attrative and
has reeived several exploitations. This proess onsists
in a sale hange. Wilson's bright proposal of real spae
renormalization group (RSRG)
1
is ertainly the most el-
egant illustration of this idea, sine it an be innitely it-
erated and asymptotially onverges on physially mean-
ingful aumulation points. The method in its original
version onsists in a simple and severe trunation of the
Hilbert spae by onsidering only the lowest states of eah
blok and the produts of the seleted blok eigenfun-
tions to approah the eigenfuntions of bloks of bloks.
The method happened to be numerially ineient. Re-
ent works have shown that its performanes an be dra-
matially improved when one denes eetive intera-
tions between the bloks. These eetive interations are
alulated from the knowledge of the exat spetrum of
the dimers (or trimers) of bloks using Bloh's theory
2
of eetive Hamiltonian. The so-alled ontrator renor-
malization (CORE) tehnique
3,4,5,6
onsiders bloks, re-
tains a few eigenstates |IA〉 of eah blok A and denes
inter-blok eetive interations 〈IAJB|Heff |KALB〉, us-
ing the spetrum of the AB problem and the Bloh's
theory
2
of eetive Hamiltonians. In most appliations
the size of the bloks remains small, several states per
bloks are kept, and three and / or four bloks ee-
tive interations are introdued from the knowledge of
the spetrum of trimers and / or tetramers of bloks. A
spei variant of the method has been proposed by two
of the authors under the name of RSRG-EI
7,8,9
(RSRG
with eetive interations) whih treats spin latties by
onsidering bloks with an odd number of sites and a
doublet ground state whih is the only one to be expli-
itily retained. The bloks are then quasi-spin. From the
spetrum of dimers or trimers of bloks one may dene
an inter-blok Heisenberg Hamiltonian. A proper design
of the bloks frequently results in an isomorphism be-
tween the original lattie and the lattie of bloks. Hene
the proess may be iterated, exhibiting ritial ratios
of the elementary interations and aumulation points.
The methodologial studies have examined the following
dilemma in the researh of auray
- onsider larger bloks and only dimers of bloks
(i.e., two-body eetive interations only) or
- onsider smaller bloks and trimers or tetramers
(i.e.,three and four bloks interations)
showing that in most ases the former solution is suf-
ient. In a rather similar spirit one may mention the
blok orrelated oupled luster method
10
whih employs
the oupled luster formalism
11,12,13
starting from the
produt of the ground state eigenfuntions for eah blok.
A similar philosophy (with small bloks) is present in the
appliations of self-onsistent perturbation formalism to
periodi latties.
14
These last two methods do not pro-
vide information on the gaps, while CORE and RSRG-EI
bring good estimates of them.
The present work is losely related but is foused on a
diret researh of the gap. One starts now from bloks
onstituted of an even number of sites and having a non-
degenerate singlet ground state. The bloks may be iden-
tial or not, but they must lead to a periodi piture
of the lattie in terms of bloks (hene with larger unit
ells). The ground state will be built from produts of
blok ground states. Considering the exat energies of
dimers or trimers of bloks, one will dene eetive inter-
ations between bloks in their ground states, produing
an additive energy systematis.
For the study of exited states, one will also on-
sider the lowest states of the bloks and of the various
dimers and eventually trimers of bloks. The knowledge
of the lowest states of the dimers and trimers (energy
and eigenvetors) enables one to dene the eetive in-
terations between an exited blok and neighbor ground
state bloks and eetive exitation transfer integrals
from one blok to its neighbors. These quantities will
be dened through the Bloh's theory of eetive Hamil-
tonians. Then the lattie lowest exitations are treated
through an exitoni model that makes use of these ef-
fetive quantities. The theory is developed in setion
II. Setion III rst shows the improvement brought by
the use of eetive interations rather than of bare inter-
ations on elementary mono-eletroni problems where
the original RSRG version failed. The eieny of the
2method will then be illustrated on three spin latties,
namely the 1-D frustrated hain, the 1/5-depleted 2-D
square lattie and the plaquette lattie. The three prob-
lems exhibit phase transitions (of seond and rst order)
whih are satisfatorily treated with the here-proposed
renormalized exitoni method (REM).
II. METHOD
A. Priniple
Let us onsider a lattie onstituted of bloks A,B...
having a non-degenerate singlet ground state. ψ0A is the
ground state for the blok A, of Hamiltonian HA,
HAψ
0
A = E
0
Aψ
0
A. (1)
The zero-order desription of the ground state of the lat-
tie will be the produt of the ground states for eah
blok
Ψ0 =
∏
A
ψ0A. (2)
The zero-order energy would be additive
E0 =
∑
A
E0A, (3)
but sine the Hamiltonian involves interation operators
between bloks
H =
∑
A
HA +
∑
A
∑
<B
VAB , (4)
the mean energy implies inter-blok interations
〈Ψ0|H |Ψ0〉 =
∑
A
E0A +
∑
A
∑
<B
〈ψ0Aψ0B |VAB|ψ0Aψ0B〉
=
∑
A
E0A +
∑
A
∑
<B
v0AB. (5)
Here v0AB is a zero-order interation energy between
bloks A and B.
Solving exatly the AB problem
(H0A +H
0
B + VAB)|Ψ0AB〉 = E0AB|Ψ0AB〉, (6)
enables one to dene an improved interation energy vAB
vAB = E
0
AB − E0A − E0B, (7)
whih takes into aount at all orders the perturbative ef-
fet of exitations on A and B, i.e., of the vetors |ψiAψjB〉.
Going to trimers it would be possible to dene a quantity
vABC = E
0
ABC−E0A−E0B−E0C−vAB−vBC−vAC . (8)
The ground state energy will be additive
E =
∑
A
E0A +
∑
A
∑
<B
vAB +
∑
A
∑
<B
∑
<C
vABC + · · · (9)
At this stage we would like to stress on the fat that the
treatment of the ground state is from a single funtion
Ψ0 given by (Eq. 2).
For the desription of the exited states we shall on-
sider a very limited model spae. If one onsiders the
lowest exited state on A, ψ∗A, of the desired spin multi-
pliity,
HA|ψ∗A〉 = E∗A|ψ∗A〉, (10)
|ψ∗A〉 = T+A |ψ0A〉,
the on-blok exitation lowest energy is ∆∗A = E
∗
A −E0A.
We intend to represent the lowest exitations on an en-
semble of bloks from loaly singly exited ongurations
of the type Ψ∗I = T
+
I Ψ
0 = |ψ0A · · ·ψ0Hψ∗Iψ0J · · · | where the
exitation is loalized on blok I. This will lead to an
exitoni treatment of the exitation
Ψ∗ =
∑
I
λIΨ
∗
I =
(∑
I
λIT
+
I
)
Ψ0. (11)
In order to establish the orresponding model Hamilto-
nian one needs to alulate
- the eetive interation between an exited blok
and neighbor bloks in their ground state
- the exitation hopping integrals whih propagate
an exitation from one blok to other bloks.
These informations will be obtained from the spetral
properties of dimers and trimers of bloks, using the ef-
fetive Hamiltonian theory. Let us onsider rst the ex-
tration of information from interating pairs of bloks.
B. Extration of information from dimers of bloks
For a dimer AB one may hose as model spae for the
lowest energy exited states the two vetors ψ∗Aψ
0
B and
ψ0Aψ
∗
B. The orresponding projetor is
P ∗AB = |ψ∗Aψ0B〉〈ψ∗Aψ0B |+ |ψ0Aψ∗B〉〈ψ0Aψ∗B | (12)
= |T+AΨ0〉〈T+AΨ0|+ |T+BΨ0〉〈T+BΨ0|.
If one identies the two eigenvetors Ψ∗AB and Ψ
∗′
AB of
eigenenergies E∗AB and E
∗′
AB
HAB|Ψ∗AB〉 = E∗AB |Ψ∗AB〉, (13)
HAB|Ψ∗
′
AB〉 = E∗
′
AB |Ψ∗
′
AB〉, (14)
whih have the largest projetions onto the model spae,
it is possible to dene an eetive Hamiltonian built on
the model spae and aording to Bloh's denition
Heff |P ∗ABΨ∗AB〉 = E∗AB |P ∗ABΨ∗AB〉, (15)
3Heff |P ∗ABΨ∗
′
AB〉 = E∗
′
AB |P ∗ABΨ∗
′
AB〉. (16)
In order to have an hermitian eetive Hamiltonian its
eigenvetors must be orthogonal. We shall assume that
P ∗AB|Ψ∗
′
AB〉 is orthogonal or Shmidt-orthogonalized to
P ∗AB|Ψ∗AB〉. One may write, after normalization,
|P ∗ABΨ∗AB〉 = a|ψ∗Aψ0B〉+ b|ψ0Aψ∗B〉, (17)
|P ∗ABΨ∗
′
AB〉 = −b|ψ∗Aψ0B〉+ a|ψ0Aψ∗B〉. (18)
The spetral denition of Heff leads to the following
equations
〈ψ∗Aψ0B |Heff |ψ∗Aψ0B〉 = a2E∗AB + b2E∗
′
AB
= E∗A + E
0
B + v(A∗)B, (19)
〈ψ0Aψ∗B |Heff |ψ0Aψ∗B〉 = b2E∗AB + a2E∗
′
AB
= E0A + E
∗
B + vA(B∗), (20)
〈ψ∗Aψ0B|Heff |ψ0Aψ∗B〉 = (E∗AB − E∗
′
AB)ab = hAB. (21)
The terms v(A∗)B (resp. vA(B∗)) represent the eetive
interations between A∗ and B (resp. between A and
B∗) and hAB is the eetive interation responsible for
the transfer of exitation from A to B. If A and B are
idential bloks and if the AB dimer presents an element
of symmetry transforming A in to B and vie versa, |a| =
|b| = 1/√2, one eigenvetor is an in-phase ombination
of ψ∗Aψ
0
B and ψ
0
Aψ
∗
B, of energy E
∗g
AB , the other one being
the out-of-phase ombination, of energy E∗uAB.
P ∗ABΨ
∗g
AB =
1√
2
(ψ∗Aψ
0
B + ψ
0
Aψ
∗
B), (22)
HAB|Ψ∗gAB〉 = E∗gAB|Ψ∗gAB〉, (23)
P ∗ABΨ
∗u
AB =
1√
2
(ψ∗Aψ
0
B − ψ0Aψ∗B), (24)
HAB|Ψ∗uAB〉 = E∗uAB|Ψ∗uAB〉, (25)
v(A∗)B = vA(B∗) =
1
2
(E∗gAB + E
∗u
AB)− E∗A − E0B, (26)
hAB =
1
2
(E∗gAB − E∗uAB). (27)
It is then possible to onsider the innite lattie in whih
eah blok is surrounded by nearest-neighbor bloks B
with equal or dierent respetive interations. The
ground state being represented by |∏
K
ψ0K | has an energy
E0 = 〈Ψ0|H |Ψ0〉 =
∑
K
E0K +
∑
K
∑
<L
vKL. (28)
The set of exited states desribed by our method will be
built in the spae spanned by all produts
Ψ∗I = T
+
I Ψ
0 =

 ∏
K=0,I−1
ψ0K

ψ∗I

 ∏
L=I+1,∞
ψ0L

 .
(29)
Their eetive energy is
E∗I = 〈Ψ∗I |Heff |Ψ∗I〉 =
∑
K 6=I
E0K + E
∗
I
+
∑
K( 6=I)
∑
<L( 6=I)
vKL +
∑
K 6=I
vK(I∗). (30)
The loal exitation energy is
E∗I − E0 = E∗I − E0I +
∑
K 6=I
(vK(I∗) − vKI). (31)
The vetors Ψ∗I and Ψ
∗
J interat through the matrix el-
ement 〈T+I Ψ0|Heff |T+J Ψ0〉 = 〈Ψ∗I |Heff |Ψ∗J〉 = hIJ . The
eetive Hamiltonian matrix has a near-diagonal stru-
ture, similar to that of a tight-binding mono-eletroni
Hamiltonian. It generates bands whih only represent
the states of the lattie having large projetions onto the
vetors Ψ∗I , i.e., on the intra-bloks lowest energy exita-
tions. The desriptions of the lowest energy states of the
lattie should be relevant. If the bloks are idential and
engaged in the same interations of negative sign with
their rst neighbors, the exitation energy to the lowest−→
k = 0 state should be
∆∗∞ = (E∗I −E0I )+
∑
K 6=I
(vK(I∗)− vKI)+
∑
K 6=I
hIK . (32)
If the KI ouples present an element of symmetry trans-
forming K into I, using Eq. 32 and one obtains,
∆∗∞ = ∆∗I +
∑
K
(∆∗KI −∆∗I) (33)
where ∆∗I = E
∗
I − E0I , ∆∗KI = E∗gKI − E0KI are exitation
energies on the bloks and dimers of bloks respetively.
One noties that the other root E∗uKI of the dimer disap-
pears in this expression.
One sees that the derivation leads to a renormalized
exitoni method, where the exitation transfer inte-
grals hIJ are renormalized, therefore inluding to all or-
ders some indiret proesses going through higher-energy
(multiple) exitations on neighbor bloks or inter-blok
exitations as will be shown hereafter. Of ourse the re-
sults will be dependent on the shape and size n of the
bloks.
4C. Extration of information from trimers of bloks
It is possible to use the eigenstates of trimers of bloks
to extrat three bloks interations. For a given shape
of the elementary bloks one must of ourse onsider the
various types of trimers of bloks. While for the ground
state the three-blok orretion is given by
vABC = E
0
ABC−E0A−E0B−E0C−vAB−vAC−vBC , (34)
for the exited states the model spae involves three ve-
tors. The projetor on the model spae is
P ∗ABC = |ψ∗Aψ0Bψ0C〉〈ψ∗Aψ0Bψ0C |+ |ψ0Aψ∗Bψ0C〉〈ψ0Aψ∗Bψ0C |
+|ψ0Aψ0Bψ∗C〉〈ψ0Aψ0Bψ∗C |
= |T+AΨ0〉〈T+AΨ0|+ |T+BΨ0〉〈T+BΨ0|
+|T+CΨ0〉〈T+C Ψ0|, (35)
one must identify the three eigenstates of the ABC prob-
lem having the largest projetions on the model spae.
Notie that these three states are not neessarily the
three lowest ones. Let us all Ψ∗ABC , Ψ
∗′
ABC and Ψ
∗′′
ABC
these three states and E∗ABC , E
∗′
ABC and E
∗′′
ABC the or-
responding eigenenergies. For hermitiity the projeted
eigenvetors are orthonormalized leading to three ve-
tors Φ∗ABC = P
∗
ABCΨ
∗
ABC , Φ
∗′
ABC = P
∗
ABCΨ
∗′
ABC and
Φ∗
′′
ABC = Ψ
∗′′
ABCP
∗
ABC and from the spetral denition of
Heff
HeffABC = E
∗
ABC |Φ∗ABC〉〈Φ∗ABC |+ E∗
′
ABC |Φ∗
′
ABC〉〈Φ∗
′
ABC |
+E∗
′′
ABC |Φ∗
′′
ABC〉〈Φ∗
′′
ABC |, (36)
one may alulate the diagonal matrix elements of HeffABC
and reexpress its matrix elements as
〈ψ∗Aψ0Bψ0C |HeffABC |ψ∗Aψ0Bψ0C〉 = E∗A + E0B + E0C +
v(A∗)B + v(A∗)C + vBC + v(A∗)BC , (37)
whih denes a three-body interation v(A∗)BC , and re-
vised exitation hopping integrals
〈ψ∗Aψ0Bψ0C |HeffABC |ψ0Aψ∗Bψ0C〉 = hAB + hAB(C). (38)
The last term represents the eet of C on the hopping
between A and B. One also obtains eetive hopping
between non diretly interating bloks (for instane A
and C through B in a linear ABC onguration). This
indiret propagation may proeed, for instane for triplet
states, through the proess ψ∗Aψ
0
Bψ
0
C ←→ ψ∗Aψ∗Bψ∗C ←→
ψ0Aψ
0
Bψ
∗
C . These eetive interations are used in the ex-
itoni treatment.
For the periodi lattie
〈T+I Ψ0|Heff |T+I Ψ0〉 = 〈· · ·ψ0Hψ∗Iψ0J · · · |Heff | · · ·ψ0Hψ∗Iψ0J · · · 〉 =
∑
J 6=I
E0J + E
∗
I +
∑
J( 6=I)
∑
<K( 6=I)
vJK
+
∑
J 6=I
v(I∗)J +
∑
J( 6=I)
∑
<K( 6=I)
∑
<L( 6=I)
vJKL +
∑
J( 6=I)
∑
<K( 6=I)
v(I∗)JK , (39)
〈T+I Ψ0|Heff |T+J Ψ0〉 = 〈· · ·ψ0Hψ∗Iψ0J · · · |Heff | · · ·ψ0Hψ0Iψ∗J · · · 〉 = hIJ +
∑
K
hIJ(K). (40)
The exitation energy for the vetor
−→
k = 0 (whih is not
neessarily the lowest one), when all bloks are equiva-
lent, is
∆∗∞ = E∗I − E0I +
∑
J
(v(I∗)J − vIJ) +
∑
JK
(v(I∗)JK − vIJK) +
∑
J
(hIJ +
∑
K
hIJ(K)). (41)
The method is generalizable to four (and more) bloks.
One should however remark that when one inreases the
number of bloks the identiation of the eigenstates hav-
ing the largest projetions onto the model spae may be-
ome ambiguous. When hanging the ratio of the inter-
site interations the (say) 3rd best vetor may jump from
the eigenvetor number 3 to the eigenvetor number 4, a
problem whih will be doumented below. In suh a ase
the eetive Hamiltonian will be a disontinuous funtion
of the intersite interations, whih is a rather unpleasant
feature.
D. Comment
Of ourse the method is anly appliable to the study
of gapped systems and to loate the phase transition be-
tween a gapped phase and a gapless phase. This limit is
due to the fat that one uses dierent model spaes for
the ground state and for the exited states. The method
annot provide the low energy physis of gapless anti-
ferrmagneti latties. For suh phases the method is un-
able to give a stritly zero gap nor the density of states.
As will be shown in the following examples the alulated
gap beomes extremely small and in some ases it may
be spuriously negative. This limit (whih is not present
5in CORE method) should be kept in mind.
III. TEST APPLICATIONS
A. Illustration of the superiority of eetive
interations over bare ones
This rst subsetion will illustrate the ruial eet of
onsidering eetive interations in exitoni models. We
shall onsider textbook problems onerning the 1-D non-
dimerized hain using a tight-binding mono-eletroni
Hamiltonian.
H = t
∑
〈p,q〉
(a+p aq + a
+
q ap). (42)
We shall address suessively three problems, namely,
- the position of the highest orbital for half lling,
- the energy of the lowest oupied orbital, and
- the size-dependene of the lowest exitation energy
at half lling.
In the three problems we shall demonstrate that a bare
exitoni model gives an inorret behavior of the prop-
erties, introduing spurious dependene on the size of the
bloks. On the ontrary the denition of eetive inter-
ations between the bloks dramatially redues the error
oming from the use of nite size bloks.
One may address rst the question of the Fermi level
for the half-lled band, whih is of zero energy. One shall
onsider bloks of size 2n. In eah of them (say I) the
ground state is
ψ0I =
∏
k=1,n
φkI (43)
where HIφ
k
I = EkφkI with Ek = 2t cos kpi2n+1 .
For the whole system the ground state is treated from
Ψ0 =
∏
I
ψ0I . (44)
The lowest ionization proess in eah blok onerns the
highest oupied orbital φnI ,
ψ∗I = aφnI ψ
0
I . (45)
The lowest ionization energy for the blok is
∆∗I = −En = −2t cos
npi
2n+ 1
≃ − tpi
2n+ 1
+O(2), (46)
where O(2) is proportional to n−2. The ionized state of
the whole system will be desribed aording to Eq. 11
from the vetors Ψ∗I = aφnI Ψ
0
. The diret matrix element
of H between Ψ∗I and Ψ
∗
J is
〈aφn
I
Ψ0|H |aφn
J
Ψ0〉 = −〈φnI |H |φnJ 〉 = hIJ . (47)
Sine
|φnI 〉 =
∑
r
Crn|χrI〉 (48)
where χrI is the orbital loalized on site r in blok I,
hIJ = −〈φnI |H |φnJ〉 = −C2nn C1n〈χ2nI |H |χ1J〉
= ±(C1n)2t, (49)
and sine
Crn =
1√
2n+ 1
sin
npir
2n+ 1
(50)
hIJ =
t
2n+ 1
(sin
npi
2n+ 1
)2 =
t
2n+ 1
(1 +O(2)). (51)
This is the bare interation, propagating the hole between
adjaent bloks. The bare exitoni method predits
therefore the ionization potential of the innite hain al-
ulated bloks of 2n sites as
∆∗∞(2n) = ∆∗I + 2hIJ
= − tpi
2n+ 1
+
2t
2n+ 1
=
t(−pi + 2)
2n+ 1
. (52)
This energy is smaller than that of the 2n sites blok but
it remains dierent from zero and of order n−1. On the
ontrary, the eetive interation an be alulated from
the energies of the highest oupied orbitals of the 4n
sites system. It will lead to a speiation of Eq. 32
∆∞(n) = 2∆∗(4n)−∆∗(2n)
= 2
tpi
4n+ 1
− tpi
2n+ 1
+O(2) = O(2). (53)
The spurious n−1 dependent term, present in the bare
exitoni model, disappears from the eetive one, as de-
sired.
As another appliation one might have looked at the
lowest energy level, whih should be 2t for the innite
lattie. For a 2n sites blok the orresponding energy is
E1(n) = 2t cos pi
2n+ 1
= 2t(1− pi
2
8n2
). (54)
The deviation to the asymptoti value is pi2t/4n2. The
bare interation
〈φ1I |H |φ1J 〉 =
t
2n+ 1
sin2
pi
2n+ 1
≃ t
n3
(55)
behaves as n−3 and annot ompensate the n−2 de-
pendent error whih aets the E1(n) value. On the
ontrary the eetive interation between these two
bloks is (1/2)(E1(4n) − E2(4n)) ≃ 3pi2t/32n2 i.e., has
the expeted n−2 dependeny and redues the error to
pi2t/32n2. This problem has an historial importane
sine the reognition of the failure of the original RSRG
version on this problem has led to the development of the
6✲ ✲ 4th order
✲ ✲ 2nd order
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k
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inter-blok
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✻
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FIG. 1: Shemati view of the inorporation of omplex eets
in the o-diagonal eetive interations.
density matrix renormalization group (DMRG).
15,16
One
sees that the onsideration of properly extrated eetive
interations represents a qualitative improvement of the
RSRG method, as already mentioned elsewhere.
3,4,5,6,7,8
As an even more dramati problem, one may on-
sider the exitation gap in the same 1-D problem, at
half-lling. In a 2n sites blok the loal exitations are
(φn → φn+1) eletron jump around the Fermi level, the
orresponding exitation energy is ∆∗I = −2t/(2n + 1).
There is no bare interation between the state whih is
exited on blok I and on the one exited on blok J ,
due to the mono-eletroni nature of H ,
〈a+
φ
(n+1)
I
aφn
I
Ψ0|H |a+
φ
(n+1)
J
aφn
J
Ψ0〉 = 0. (56)
Hene the exitation energy would be that of an isolated
blok and would behave as n−1. On the ontrary there is
a n−1 dependent eetive interation whih anels the
spurious n−1 term sine Eq. 32 leads to
∆∗∞ = − 2tpi
2n+ 1
+
4tpi
4n+ 1
+O(2) = O(2). (57)
The term
〈a+
φ
(n+1)
I
aφn
I
Ψ0|Heff |a+
φ
(n+1)
J
aφn
J
Ψ0〉 = 2tpi
(4n+ 1)
, (58)
reets the indiret interation through inter-bloks
harge transfer states, in partiular of the type
a+
φ
(n+1)
I
aφn
J
Ψ0, whih make possible the independent de-
loalization of the hole and of the partile (f. Fig. 1).
B. The 1-D frustrated spin hain
The 1-D spin anti-ferromagneti (AF) hain with J1
spin ouplings between nearest neighbor sites and J2 ou-
plings (also AF) between next-nearest neighbor sites (f.
Fig. 2), is ruled by the Heisenberg Hamiltonian
H = 2J1
∑
i
−→
S i
−→
S i+1 + 2J2
∑
i
−→
S i
−→
S i+2. (59)
It presents a seond order phase transition for (J2/J1)c =
jc = 0.2411.
17,18,19
There is no gap for J2/J1 = j < jc
while a nite gap exists beyond this ritial ratio. Close
to the ritial point the gap inreases very slowly, pre-
senting as essential singularity at jc. It behaves at this
origin
19
as
∆ ≃ β exp −α
j − jc . (60)
DMRG alulations have been reported for this system,
19
as well as analyti treatments.
20
The renormalized exi-
toni method has been applied to (n = 4, 6, 8, and 10
sites) bloks, and extrapolated. For a given value of n,
the alulated gap ∆∗∞ for the lattie, estimated from
Eq. 33, using the ∆∗(n) and ∆∗(2n) exitation energies,
is dramatially redued with respet to ∆∗(2n), due to
the anellation of the (n−1) omponents of the ∆∗∞ ex-
itation. Atually in suh a simple problem
∆∗∞ = 2∆∗(2n)−∆∗(n). If ∆∗(n) = A+Bn−1 +Cn−2
∆∗∞(n) = A+C(
1
4n2
− 1
16n2
) + · · · = A+ 3C
16n2
. (61)
From the dierent alulations of ∆∗∞(n) it is possible
to estimate an extrapolated value of the gap. We have
used a polynomial t
∆∗∞(n) = a1 + a2(n+1)
−2+ a3(n+1)
−3+ a4(n+1)
−4,
(62)
whih gives the results reported in Fig. 3. One may
notie that
- the extrapolated value of the gap ∆∗∞ = a1 for
j < jc is not stritly zero. The largest error is
for j = 0 where ∆∗∞ = 0.0068J1. This value is
within the auray of the extrapolation tehniques
of DMRG (f. Fig. 3 of Ref. 19 ),
- the alulated gap goes through a minimum at
j = 0.24, lose to the ritial value, where |∆∗∞| =
3.10−6
- it inreases for larger values of J2. Immediately
beyond J2c the gap follows the expeted law. We
found
α = 0.21022
β = 0.10253
   
   
J
1
J
2
FIG. 2: The non-dimerized frustrated 1-D hain.
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FIG. 3: Dependene of the gap of the frustrated 1-D hain
on the j = J2/J1 ratio. − − ◦ − − and − −  − − diret
gaps from 16 and 20 sites segments, · · · ◦ · · · and · · · · · ·
REM gaps from 8 and 10 sites bloks. The arrows indiate
the benet of the REM treatment. The full line gives the
extrapolated gap from REM.
for the parameters of Eq. 60
- the alulated gap for the Majumdar-Ghosh point
(2J2 = J1) is 0.465J1, whih ompares well with
the DMRG
19
estimate (0.48J1) and the result of
an analyti development (≃ 0.45J1)20
C. The 1/5-depleted square 2-D lattie
The 1/5-depleted square 2-D lattie, built from square
plaquettes and otagons (f. Fig. 4), was rst onsidered
as representing the 2-D lattie of the CaV4O9 rystal. It
appeared later on that next-nearest neighbor spin ou-
plings are important in this material, but the simple pi-
ture, with Jp AF ouplings on plaquette bonds and Jd AF
ouplings between adjaent plaquettes already presents
an interesting physis with three phases. When the pla-
quettes are weakly oupled, i.e., Jp/(Jp + Jd) = j > jc,
the system, in this plaquette phase, is gapped. It is also
gapped when the dimers onneting the plaquettes are
weakly oupled, i.e., when j < j′c. This phase is alled
dimer-phase. In between, i.e., for jc < Jp/(Jp+Jd) < j
′
c,
the lattie keeps a Néel order and this phase is gapless.
Several studies, using perturbative expansions
21
or quan-
tum Monte Carlo (QMC) alulations
22
agree on this pi-
ture and propose jc ≃ 0.4±0.01 and j′c ≃ 0.51±0.01. We
have tested our method on this problem. The simplest
blok that one may onsider is the otagon (see shema
(A) of Fig. 4). It is non-degenerate whatever the Jp/Jd
ratio. Atually starting from these bloks, REM provides
a orret piture of the physis, sine the gap disappears
between jc = 0.40967 and j
′
c = 0.50945 (f. Fig. 5). This
result is obtained from 8 sites bloks.
(B)
J
p
J
d
(A)
(C
0
)
(C)
FIG. 4: 1/5-depleted 2-D square lattie, denition of various
bloks.
In order to kek wether this exellent agreement was
not fortuitous we have introdued next-nearest neighbor
interations between otagons, applying the formalism of
setion II C. Two types of trimers (linear and perpendi-
ular) have to be onsidered. The results appear in Table
1, and they deserve the following omments
- the dependene of the gap on the j ratio is almost
the same as when working with dimers only. The
gapless domain in slightly redued to the interval
0.39572 < j < 0.49784
- the 3rd target vetor for the perpendiular trimer
(i.e., th 3rd vetor presenting the largest projetion
on the model spae) is the 3rd eigenvetor (Ψ3)
of the perpendiular trimer problem for j ≤ 0.41
and the 4th (Ψ4) one for j > 0.41. This may be
seen as a signature for a nite (24 sites) luster of
the viinity of the phase transition in the periodi
lattie. A similar phenomenon is observed for the
linear trimer between j = 0.40 and j = 0.41. Re-
garding the Néel-plaquette phase transition, a sim-
ilar hange of the target vetors appears for 0.50 <
j < 0.51 in the perpendiular trimer superblok.
This phenomenon of disontinuity of Heff does
not appear when working with dimers only. One
8TABLE I: Calulated spin gap for the 1/5-depleted square
lattie as a funtion of j = Jp/(Jp + Jd)
number of the third
gap
relevant eigenvetor
j dimers trimers linear perpendiular
0 1.0 1.0 3 3
0.1 0.777541 0.794138 3 3
0.2 0.533681 0.561073 3 3
0.3 0.272110 0.289024 3 3
0.39 0.041669 0.015530 3 3
0.39572 0.028882 0.0 3 3
0.4 0.019637 -0.01160 3 3
0.40967 0.0 -0.03536 4 3
0.41 -0.00068 -0.03610 4 3
0.42 -0.01882 -0.05463 4 4
0.49 -0.03646 -0.02158 4 4
0.49784 -0.02361 0.0 4 4
0.5 -0.01961 0.005945 4 4
0.50945 0.0 0.027081 4 3
0.51 0.001129 0.028707 4 3
0.52 0.024859 0.057802 4 3
0.55 0.105265 0.139275 3 3
0.7 0.463095 0.461658 3 3
0.8 0.654426 0.648198 3 3
0.9 0.831083 0.830046 3 3
1 1.0 1.0 3 3
might eventually irumvent this problem by tak-
ing a weighted energy for the third "root" appear-
ing in the spetral denition of Heff . If P0 is
te projetor on the model spae α = ||P0Ψ3|| =
〈P0Ψ3|P0Ψ3〉, β = ||P0Ψ4|| = 〈P0Ψ4|P0Ψ4〉 and
if HABC |Ψ3〉 = E3Ψ3〉, HABC |Ψ4〉 = E4Ψ4〉, one
might dene E∗
′′
ABC = αE3 + βE4, i.e. proeed to a
diabatization of the 3rd target vetor.
One may alternatively hange the shape of the bloks. A
stared 8 sites blok with 4 dimer bonds around a plaque-
tte pitured in sheme (B) of Fig. 4 is expeted to be
relevant for the dimer phase. The gap alulated from
these bloks almost oinides with the previously alu-
lated one, with a ritial value jc = 0.40 (see Fig. 5).
For the plaquette phase we have onsidered bloks with
one or two plaquettes, all atoms belonging to plaquette
bonds. The number of sites are 8 and 10 respetively, as
pitured in shemes (C
′
) and (C) of Fig. 4. An extrapo-
lation leads to the urve on the right part of Fig. 5. The
gap is slightly smaller than from the otagons, but the
ritial values of disappearane of the gap, j′c = 0.51, o-
inide. We have ompared our alulated gaps with the
ones reported (in Figure 2 of Ref. 22 ) from QMC alu-
lations, and the two methods pratially oinide (within
the unertainties of reading of the above-mentioned Fig-
ure).
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FIG. 5: Gap in the 1/5-depleted 2-D square lattie. () from
otagonal bloks (A), (...) from bloks of type (B), (- -) from
bloks of type (C
′
) and (C), after extrapolation,( ◦) QMC
alulations from Ref. 22.
D. The plaquette lattie
The square type lattie built from interating pha-
quettes is haraterized by intra-plaquette J and inter-
plaquette j AF ouplings (f. Fig. 6). The properties de-
pend on the λ = j/J ratio. For j = 0, the plaquettes are
independent and the lattie is gapped. It is not gapped
for the j = J 2-D square lattie, and phase transitions as
expeted to our for (j/J)c = λc and for (J/j)c = 1/λc
(this last relation being due to the intrinsi symmetry
between j and J). Several works have been devoted to
this problem. Third order series expansions
23
and QMC
alulations
24
suggest that λc ≃ 0.55. Extrapolations of
nite size exat diagonalizations
25
fail to give a zero spin-
gap whatever the value of λ. A reent work has used the
CORE method
26
together with order parameter susep-
tibilities, suggesting a ritial behavior between λ = 0.5
and λ = 0.6. The problem of the gap is reexamined here
using REM.
Two types of bloks have been onsiderd.
The rst one involves one, two or three plaquettes (n =
4, 8 and 12 sites), fragments of a ladder (see shema (A)
of Fig. 6). There are two types of dimers, ollinear or
side by side. If one alls ∆EAB and ∆E
′
AB the exitation
energies for these dimers, ∆EA the exitation energy of
the blok, our model leads to the following expression
of the gap ∆E(n1, n2), for a blok of n1 sites along the
longitudinal diretion, n2 sites along the transverse one,
∆E(n1, n2) = 2∆EAB(2n1, n2) + 2∆EAB(n1, 2n2)
−3∆EA(n1, n2). (63)
Fig. 7 reports the gap alulated for n1 = 2, 3, 4 and
n2 = 2. One sees that the gap vanishes when λ tends to
1. An extrapolation is possible in terms of n−11 and n
−2
1 ,
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FIG. 6: Denitions of bloks for the study of the plaquette
lattie.
for n2 = 2,
∆E(n1, n2 = cte) = A0 +
A1
n1
+
A2
n21
(64)
∆E(n2) = A0 is the n1 extrapolated value of the gap for
a xed value of n2. Assuming that
∆E(n1, n2) = (α+
β
n1
+
γ
n21
+ · · · )(α+ β
n2
+
γ
n22
· · · ) (65)
∆E(n1, n2) = ∆E +
a1
n1
+
a1
n2
+
a2
n21
+
a2
n22
+
b
n1n2
(66)
one obtains
∆E(n1, n2) = ∆E − a2
2n21
− a2
2n22
− b
n1n2
. (67)
Confronting Eq. 64 and Eq. 67 gives A0 = ∆E−a2/2n22,
A1 = −b/n2 and A2 = −a2/2. Hene the nal value
of the extrapolation gap is ∆E = A0 − A2/n22. Fig.
7 reports the so-alulated gap as well as the values
∆E(n1, n2) for n2 = 2 and n1 = 2, 4, 6 as a funtion
of the j/(J + j) ratio. One sees that a gapless phase
appears for n1 > 2. After extrapolation the lattie is
found to be gapless for j/J > 2/3 = 0.666. The value of
λc is somewhat larger than the ommonly aepted value
but it represents a onsiderable improvement over the ex-
trapolations of nite latties. One may mention that, as
a by-produt of the present alulations, one obtains, for
j = J , a value of the gap of the two-leg ladder. The ex-
trapolation leads to ∆E = 0.47J , lose to the best QMC
estimate (0.50J).27
A seond type of retangular bloks have been onsid-
ered, involving odd numbers of sites in one diretion and
even numbers in the other one (see shema (B) of Fig.
6). In suh a ase there are three types of dimers. These
12 sites (n1 = 3, n2 = 4) bloks are more ompat than
the previous (n1 = 6, n2 = 2) ones and the alulated
gap, whih appears in Fig. 7, is somewhat lower. Ex-
trapolation is diult in this ase, due to the dierene
in the physial nature of the dimers, but the evaluations
from dierent bloks are quite onsistent.
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FIG. 7: Singlet-triplet spin gap in the plaquette lattie from
2× 2 blok (△), 4× 2 blok (), 6× 2 blok (+), 4× 3 blok
(◦). Dashed line: extrapolation from n× 2 blok.
IV. CONCLUSION
We have presented a very simple method for the study
of the gap in gapped periodi latties. The method rests
on the onsideration of bloks and a trunation of the
Hilbert spae to produts of a few eigenstates of the blok
as pratied in the RSRG. In the past we have onsidered
(2n+ 1) sites bloks, with spatially non-degenerate dou-
blet ground states, in spin latties. The bloks an then
be seen as Sz = ±1/2 quasi-spins. Using the theory of ef-
fetive Hamiltonians, and the exat spetrum of dimers
(or trimers) of bloks, we have proposed to renormal-
ize the interations between bloks, and the so-obtained
variant of CORE (RSRG-EI) happens to keep the on-
eptual elegane of Wilson's idea while gaining, at a very
low ost, numerial relevane.
7,8
The present work is losely related but dierent. It
onsiders bloks with even number of sites, presenting a
non-degenerate ground state. Again the exat treatment
of the blok and of the dimers or trimers of bloks is em-
ployed to dene blok eetive energies and inter-blok
eetive interations. However dierent model spaes
are used for the ground state and for the lowest exited
states. For the ground state Ψ0, built from the produt
of ground states, the energy is a simple sum of intra and
inter-blok energies. The exited states are linear ombi-
nations of loally singly exited funtions, produts of an
exited state on one blok by the ground states funtions
on the other bloks. This spae is a small fration of those
handled in RSRG tehniques. The knowledge of the ex-
ited states of dimers or trimers of bloks enables one to
dene the eetive interations between an exited blok
and its ground state neighbors, as well as eetive exita-
tion hopping integrals, whih deloalize the exitations.
The eetive interations inorporate omplex proesses,
inluding multiple exitations or/and inter-blok exita-
10
tions. These informations are used to build an exitoni
Hamiltonian for the innite lattie, and to estimate the
gap.
The method does not provide any information on the
low energy physis of gapless phases but solves some dra-
mati failures of the use of bare interations (as they
manifest in the original RSRG formalism). It an be ap-
plied to various Hamiltonians (Tight-binding, Hubbard,
Heisenberg, ab-initio). The method has been presented
(and tested) in its simplest version on spin latties, with
idential bloks, one exited state per blok, and extra-
tion from dimers and trimers. It is possible to generalize
it to bloks of dierent sizes or topologies, and one may
keep several exited states per blok. The renormalized
exitoni method has been tested so far to the researh of
singlet-triplet gaps but it is appliable as well to singlet
to singlet exitations. The bottlenek is the size of the
dimers or trimers of bloks, the lowest states of whih
have to be alulated. In the few benhmark problems
tested in the present work the results are surprisingly a-
urate and the method seems to be able to loate phase
transitions between gapped and gapless phases in 1-D
and 2-D latties at a very low omputational ost. An
other appliation onerning the Shastry-Sutherland,
28
shows the relevane the here proposed method for the
study of phase transition in frustrated 2-D spin latties.
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